HIGHLIGHTS

- Representing the Leaders Then and Now
  Wilson Sonsini represented communications and networking pioneers, and continues to work with leaders in the industry today.

OVERVIEW

Wilson Sonsini routinely counsels communications and networking companies focused on advancing and improving the interaction between individuals, computers, and other technologies.

Our communications and networking clients are engaged in all aspects of the industry, including wireline and wireless voice and data, broadband, video, and satellite communications. Our clients’ business activities involve the manufacturing and marketing of computer networking equipment; the expansion of underlying networking technologies such as communications-specific semiconductors and optical switches; the deployment of networking systems; and the development of wireless equipment, software, and services.

With more than 900 attorneys, Wilson Sonsini provides communications and networking industry clients with representation in a broad range of areas, including:

- Antitrust
- Corporate Governance
- Employee Benefits and Compensation
- Employment Litigation
- Finance and Structured Finance
- Intellectual Property
- Litigation
- Mergers & Acquisitions
- Real Estate
- Regulatory and Compliance
- Tax and Tax Equity
- Technology Transactions